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Abstract: At present, many countries and regions are strengthening the construction of 

digital cities, expecting to obtain valuable intelligence from big data by means of 

information technology, and the massive accumulated security video and alarm 

information can be analyzed to discover the laws of the data and form correlated data to 

provide reference for police work. In this paper, from the actual needs of intelligence 

analysis, cloud computing and big data technology is used to design a cloud data(CD) 

intelligence investigation system(IIS) to meet the requirements of information development, 

by building an intelligence information center, using decision tree algorithm(DTA) to 

analyze and classify massive data, solve the problem of insufficient human resources for 

on-site investigation, effectively improve the efficiency of investigation and crime solving, 

and provide technical support for the construction of a harmonious and stable social 

environment. 

1. Introduction 

Intelligence investigation work is an important function of relevant government departments to 

carry out social governance and guarantee national security. The full use of CD processing, play the 

role of CD village sook and analysis, help intelligence investigation work to improve efficiency, 

reduce labor costs, early detection of problems, proper resolution of risks, accurate grasp of the 

situation changes and timely adjustment of policy direction. 

At present, the CD processing in the field of intelligence investigation is still in the exploration 

stage our government departments enjoy the convenience of CD technology at the same time, but 

also need to face the CD technology application innovation. Some studies point out that government 

departments are collecting various intelligence information all the time and CD itself is a collection 
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of information data, which is a natural target for intelligence work. In order to make better decisions, 

CD intelligence investigation should develop in the direction of standardization, security, accuracy, 

and efficiency, and should implement the main responsibility of government supervision of CD 

processing, further strengthen the top-level design of CD processing, determine the data processing 

The government should implement the main responsibility for the supervision of CD processing, 

further strengthen the top-level design of CD processing, determine the boundary of data processing, 

and improve the degree of specialization of CD processing [1-2]. Studies and discussions in 

academia have focused on how to strengthen the application of CD as a technical means of 

government governance, suggesting that government departments should efficiently integrate 

heterogeneous database data, explore the deep correlations of criminal activities in time and space 

factors, and achieve control of the security situation from a macroscopic perspective [3-4]. 

Therefore, the strategic thinking and concept of the CD era should be conformed to in order to lay 

the foundation for the application of CD in the field of intelligence investigation. 

In this paper, we firstly elaborate the concept of DTA and propose CART algorithm; then take 

CD IIS as the research object and analyze the system design performance requirements; then build 

the system network structure and functional modules; finally analyze the implementation process of 

CD intelligence mining based on DTA, as well as compare CART algorithm with C4.5 algorithm in 

CD intelligence classification accuracy. 

2. Basic Overview 

2.1. DTA 

The decision tree selects the next branch of the tree structure based on the conditional judgment 

of each branch in the tree structure. The top node of the tree is set as the root node of the decision 

tree. The leaf nodes are the sets of attributes and the leaf nodes are the judges of the next 

classification. One of the greatest features of the DTA is that its classification rules can be fully 

reflected by the decision tree, which is one of the most obvious features of the DTA [5]. 

Based on the actual problem of the requirement, the Huffman tree recursive algorithm is 

constructed to build the decision tree, and then the decision tree is pruned. The construction of the 

decision tree is completed by the Huffman tree recursive algorithm and pruning serves to reduce the 

noise as much as possible by training and pruning operations. The quality of node splitting in the 

decision tree is measured using the ＂information gain＂ metric [6]. 
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Where, pi is the probability of category i, Information is the mutual information, and Entropy is 

the information entropy. 

CART algorithm is one of the DTAs, CART algorithm starts with a single node, the root node, 

and for each non-leaf node and the information gain of each node is calculated [7]. If the number of 

leaf nodes is less than a set threshold, CART selects the one with the highest value in the node 

splitting criteria to split. After splitting, each newly generated node will be categorized as a leaf 

node or a candidate split node. The algorithm will place the possible candidate nodes into the 

candidate set Q. When the node is classified it will be removed from Q. This process will be 
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repeated until any of the termination conditions are met [8-9]. 

2.2. Performance Requirements Analysis of CD Intelligence Detection System 

(1) Scalability 

CD IIS should have strong compatibility and scalability, because the system and other business 

systems in the data access there is a lot of intersection, not only in the early design must be left 

standard and open interfaces to strengthen the data sharing and data integration functions of the IIS; 

at the same time should also make the system should be updatable to constantly adapt to new needs 

for upgrading and improvement, to ensure that the growing The system should also be updateable to 

continuously adapt to new needs for upgrading and improvement, to ensure that the growing real 

business can be realized in the system through the expansion of functional modules, secondary 

development, etc. [10-11]. 

(2) Maintainability 

The system should have the ability of self-testing and self-repairing for possible faults without 

human intervention, and the system can be tested at the same time. The maintenance process can 

troubleshoot and repair faults, achieve stable system upgrades and data backup, build a system 

recovery mechanism, improve system maintenance capability and reduce operation and 

maintenance costs [12]. 

(3) Security 

System data security is an important factor for the survival of the software, and should rely on 

advanced technologies such as cloud storage, cloud computing and edge computing, and strengthen 

the investment in hardware equipment and software technologies such as data servers, network 

firewalls and main in networks [13]. The CD IIS requires security management of user accounts, 

intelligence, cases, suspects and other types of data to ensure safe storage of data, which can be 

encrypted for some information to prevent external hacking. Control user operation rights through 

user roles, permissions, etc., to prevent users from overstepping their authority to operate, data 

tampering; the existence of deliberate destruction of system data information, the need for timely 

backup of relevant business data, encryption of data processing. Also focus on the use of operation 

logs for user operation of core functional modules to facilitate timely repair of abnormal problems 

after they occur [14-15]. 

3. CD Intelligence Detection System Design 

3.1. System Network Deployment Design 

Network architecture deployment can provide a stable operating environment for system 

operation. Since the amount of data used and the amount of computing required by the IIS is very 

large, it is necessary to use cloud computing to establish correlations between information, integrate 

data from different business types, improve bandwidth utilization, and achieve optimal allocation of 

network link resources [16]. The network architecture design process needs to focus on business 

response speed, reasonable allocation of network services, and guaranteeing network service quality, 

while improving network operation and maintenance efficiency and utilization, improving fault 

diagnosis capability, and strengthening application depth construction. The network deployment of 

IIS needs to integrate Internet technology, IT and other technologies to provide on-demand, resilient 

services to provide a strong guarantee for the various services of intelligence analysis and to 

achieve data that can reach hundreds of G scale [17]. The network deployment architecture studied 
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in this paper is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. System network deployment architecture 

3.2. CD Intelligence Investigation Function Module Design 

Combined with the business process of intelligence work and the specific division of labor, the 

system is mainly divided into two parts in the design of functional modules: the foreground 

interactive system and the background analysis system, the foreground and background for different 

user objects, respectively, to achieve their different business needs. Front-line users and leading 

decision makers initiate investigation topics, submit and approve investigation requests, and receive 

investigation feedback results through the foreground interactive system, while intelligence 

department users perform data extraction, analysis and modeling, selection algorithms and other 

operations on investigation topics through the background analysis to derive investigation results 

and ensure the normal operation of the intelligence investigation business model [18]. The two 

major parts are relatively independent and interact with each other to ensure the security and 

confidentiality of the system while taking into account the convenience and efficiency. The specific 

functional decomposition of the system is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Functional module structure 
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(1) Front-end interactive system 

Information access module: can be classified statistics of each unit to initiate the topic, has been 

feedback topics and investigation results, etc., the history of information can be screened by 

keywords, or use the built-in search engine for full-text search. 

Editorial issuance module: receive the intelligence department feedback analysis of the results of 

the investigation, the results of the evaluation of the merits or according to the value of clues for the 

rating; leading decision-makers can make decisions based on intelligence recommendations whether 

the need to issue intelligence instructions to direct front-line units to carry out operations. 

(1) intelligence thematic meeting: through the platform of intelligence information reported 

around the automated classification and aggregation, statistical analysis, combined with manual 

research and analysis and targeted investigation advice and work measures to enhance the 

connection between the police departments, improve the timeliness of information transfer, can 

effectively enhance the macro control of social security dynamics, to prevent major instability and 

the occurrence of major cases and incidents. Provide an efficient and convenient channel to realize 

the online synthetic operation mode led by comprehensive intelligence department, with the joint 

participation of multiple police departments and mutual collaboration. 

(2) Background analysis system 

Data processing module: the social data and other information collected from other systems in 

the public security network or other channels are extracted, imported, cleaned and transformed into 

standardized data that meet the analysis requirements of IIS. 

Analysis and processing module: According to different application requirements, the 

corresponding algorithms are selected, such as association rule algorithm for police analysis, key 

personnel analysis, etc., and Bayesian algorithm for high-risk origin analysis. And the pre-processed 

data are analyzed and investigated, and the results of the system’s operation are processed again by 

human power, and finally the intelligence products of practical value are derived as expected. 

Police analysis: mainly used to grasp the changes in the security situation in the jurisdiction, 

from the changes in the trend to find the content that can predict the prediction. For example, the 

association rule algorithm is selected to dig the intrinsic connection between the police situation and 

some specific factors, and then get the key factors that cause the change of the security situation in 

the jurisdiction and other investigation results, according to which the intelligence department can 

issue early warning tips for specific areas, places and time periods; in addition, by building a more 

complex investigation model, the police data can be combined with other non-public security data 

and refined through processing to become valuable intelligence investigation results for reference. 

Preventive decision analysis: classify or time series analysis of the characteristic individuals in 

the database to get the characteristics of the characteristic groups, as well as the illegal and criminal 

phenomena of different groups and their re-violation characteristics, etc. Through the analysis of the 

characteristic groups, we can carry out different work for different groups of people to effectively 

prevent crime in future public security affairs, and can provide the identification of suspicious 

elements, relevant social information and other effective clues for the investigation of public 

security cases. It can provide effective clues for public security case investigation, such as the 

identification of suspicious elements, relevant social information, etc., and visualize the analysis 

results. 
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4. Implementation and Application of CD IIS Based on DTA 

4.1. Intelligence Mining Implementation 

Using the learning method in data mining technology, a large amount of data can be used to 

learn the model and get a learned model, which can be processed for later data, prediction and 

decision making for later data. In this paper, the decision tree method is used to implement 

intelligence mining. The decision tree method mines the relationships of people, cases, and affairs 

in intelligence information to find out the relationship between elements such as time, people, and 

events and the target of investigation. The classification rules can be obtained easily and quickly 

through decision trees, and their tree results can visually represent the results of classification. The 

generation of decision trees includes two steps: the growth process and the pruning process. 

The general process of decision data mining model is to examine the objective establishment, 

data set selection, selection of learning method, model learning completion, data analysis, result 

saving or deletion, etc. After the training and testing of the mining model is completed by mining 

the temporary residence information and the illegal crime information of the people involved in the 

case, the temporary residence and case learning model is obtained, and these important parameters 

can be used for predictive analysis. As Figure 3 shows the flow chart of DTA. 
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Figure 3. Basic flow of DTA 

4.2. Application of CD Intelligence Data Classification Based on DTA 

Since decision tree has classification function, DTA is widely used in data classification. In order 

to verify whether DTA is applicable to intelligence data classification, this paper compares the 

classification accuracy of CART algorithm and C4.5 algorithm. The experimental idea is to divide 

the intelligence dataset into 10 equal parts without limiting the number of leaf nodes, of which 9 

parts are used to train the decision tree and the remaining one is used to test the trained decision tree. 

Based on the training dataset, decision trees are constructed using CART algorithm and C4.5 

algorithm, and then the test dataset is used to verify the accuracy of the constructed decision trees. 

Ten experiments were conducted, and finally the average of these 10 experiments was used as the 

final experimental result. The comparison graph between the classification accuracy is shown in Fig. 

4, and the average values of the final classification accuracy and the number of leaf nodes are 

shown in Table 1. 
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Figure 4. Classification accuracy of 10 experiments 

According to the experimental results shown in Table 1, the decision tree constructed using the 

CART algorithm is more accurate than the decision tree constructed by the C4.5 algorithm, and the 

decision tree constructed by the CART algorithm generates fewer leaf nodes. the excessive 

branches of the C4.5 algorithm not only do not increase the classification accuracy, but also 

overcomplicate the generated decision tree. By merging the generated branches, the CART 

algorithm succeeds in making the constructed decision trees more concise and with better 

performance. 

Table 1. Experimental results of CART and C4.5 algorithms 

Algorithm 
Average number of leaf 

nodes 
Average accuracy(%) 

CART 34 92.588 

C4.5 88 83.978 

5. Conclusion 

Intelligence investigation is inseparable from the development of computer technology and 

network technology. Nowadays is the era of cloud computing, the resources of public security 

intelligence are not only limited to the internal public security organs, but also a large amount of 

social information is an important source of intelligence, and it is almost impossible to fully 

integrate and extract intelligence from the massive information without the support of strong 

computing power. Therefore, this paper constructs the CD IIS with the help of DTA, verifies the 

practicality of DTA in intelligence classification by comparing the accuracy of CART and C4.5 

decision classification, and realizes the cluster parallel intelligence mining of CD intelligence 

investigation by DTA. 
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